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Abstract
Subject-Aux Inversion in English and ｖ ２ Phenomena
　　　　　　　　　　　　　Tanaka,Hiroaki
　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｆａｃｕltｖ　ofＨ ｍａｎｉtieｓ
The main topic of investigation in this paper is the theoretical relationship between Subject-Aux
　［SAI］in English and Verb Second ［V2］Phenomena, which is typically understood to be the
key notion for accounting for the word order of the so-called sov languages such as German
and Dutch. In English there exist several kinds of sentences which seem to put their finite verbal
forms in their second position, while in German every sentence has its finite verbal form in the
second position. Why is that? Is it possible to give any syntactic explanation to this question?
To answer this inquiry is the principal purpose of this study. Some introductory remarks about
English SAI and ｖ２ Constraint will be given in the first portion of this study, and then a
detailed characterization of English SAI within the GB' syntactic framework will be presented
in the later portion of this paper.
Key Word : Word order, Subject-Aux Inversion［SAI］, Verb Second［V2］Phenomena
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　1. Introduction　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　..＝　=･　..･.･･.　･.･.　･･　･.　･･　Ｉ
　　　One of the most conspicuous characterizations of human beings is that they speak Ian-
guages, and natural languages are generally recognized as being composed on the basis of its
grammar. However, there are numerous languages existing in theｿworld,∇ａ?ａ casual glimpse
of them would lead us to the conclusion that the elements of sentences in variouいal!guages have
no regularity at all.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1………=.…………万‥‥‥‥‥‥‥:.
　　　Although many languages exhibit considerable variation in major sentence constituent
order, and the order of constituents in some languages has even been characterized as syntacti-
cally very free, it is commonly acknowledged that no genuine free word order language exists in
this world. Needless to say, if word oｒ(!erin language is not random, the possible orderings and
the condition imposed on them must be stipulated in a grammar.ト　ノ　＝　‥
　　　The main purpose of this paper is to provide a basis f皿 clarifying the nature ｏｆ:English SAI
(Subject-Aux Inversion), together with the more detai!ed syntactic characterization of the word
order in the matrix clauses in German. The typical SAI construction is seeれin the underlined
portion of (1):　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　:　ト・　．:･‥‥‥‥:･1・
(1) a. Never have l seen such ａ fool
b. Hardly ever did John pay any attention 如this significamt fact.
f. Little did l realize how much l loved my grandfather and grandmother
　　　　　-
g. Only then did l understand what she meantト し　･ﾚ　白し　･･
　　　　・　　　㎜h. Only after her death was l able to appreciate her　　　　/
　　　　　　　　　　　　　←　　　　　　　　　　　　■■　　■　　　　■　■　　　　■i. Not only did we lose our ｍｏｎｅy、but we were nearly､killed.………
(2) a. Definitely l will devote myself to the theoretica!iねvestigation of the English language.
　　b. Maybe John will come to this party.　　　　　　　　白：ニノ
　　C. Honestly, 1 love you.　　　　　　　　　　　/　　　…………　：　十
　　d. To this list we still have to add Bill and SusanバDeclerck : 1991)
　　e， Perhaps l should get you some coffee.（ｍｏｖiescript卜　犬　　　犬
　　　Itshould be quickly noticed by the comparison of (1)ｽａＵｄﾚ(2)tねatin the sentences in (1)
something is wrong with the normal word order. In other words,ﾄit seems that negative elements
in the sentence initial position trigger some kind of inversion 6f word order. How can this
syntactic peculiarity be accounted foｒ? This is the very qｕｅ牡１ｏｎ〉thatwe∧are going to tackle with
in this study.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　･一　　　‥‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥:･･･.　･･.　..
　　　The rough organization of this paper will be as follows: some introductory remarks about
SAI and ｖ２ Constraint will be given in the first portion ｏｆトthistudy, and then ａ detailed
characterization of SAI within the GB syntactic framework will be presented in the later por-
tion of this stｕdｙ●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‥　‥　‥　‥‥　し
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2. Principles of Word Order
　　　Inhis principles and parameters approach ＼ Chomsky (1981) proposed an parameter regard-
ing the cross-linguistic word order. Languages are said to differ as to whether they have the
order Verb-Object (VO), as in English embedded clauses, ０ｒthe order Object-Verb (OV), as in
German embedded ones :
(3) a. Steven said that Otto bought the book.
　b. Steven said that Otto[ｖｐ[ｖ bought [NP the book]]]
(4) a. Steven sagte, d叩
　b. Steven sagte, d叩
Otto das Buch kaufte.
otto[ｖｐ[NP das Buch [ｖ kaufte]]]
Chomsky (1986a) has suggested that the difference between English-type and German-type
languages illustrated in (3-4) can be accounted for in terms of the parameter shown in （5）
below, which is supposed to be understood to be associated with χ-bar theory. The parameter
involved in this situation is referred to as the Head Parameter'. It has two values : Head-first
（ｏｒHead-initial) and Head-last （ｏｒHead-final). The former value yields the order shown in
(3b), which is taking V-0 order and is found in English-type languages, and the latter value
yields the order shown in (4b), which is taking 0-V order and is found in German-type Ian-
guages. Accordingly, the difference between English and German responsible for the observed
difference in word order reduces to the assumption that English selects value (i) whereas
German selects value (ii):
(5) Head Parameter :
　(i) Head-initial
　(ii) Head-final
Let us turn to the relationship between ｖ and l. In English, where heads select their complement
to the right, l will precedes VP. In German, where heads select their complement to the left, l
will follow VP. This prediction is born out by the example below: that is to say, the fact that
German ｌ follows VP is shown in （6）by the order of the finite auxiliary in relation to the
non-finite main verb, assuming that the auxiliary verb occupies l｡
　(6) Steven sagte, d叩　Otto das Buch gekauft hat.
3. Subject-Aux Inversion ［SAI］in English
3｡1 What is SAI?
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　　We speak of Subject-Aux Inversion[SAI]when the subject follows the verb or ａｕχiliary
instead of preceding it. In sentences that do not involve an au球liary or any kind of form of
‘be≒inversion usually means that the ａｕχiliary verb ‘do' must be addedﾚto support tense. For
example, the interrogative counterpart of Maり'ｓ ｓｕｇｇｅｓtｉｏｎ=ｍａｆｅｅｓｓｅｎｓｅ°iS°not*ＭｅｆｅｅｓＭａｒji’ｓ
ｓｕｇｇｅｓtｉｏｎｓｅｎｓｅ?but Ｄｏｆｉｓ.Ｍａｒy’ｓ ｓｕｇｇｅｓtｉｏｎ　ｍｏｆｅｅｓｅｎｓｅ?……Therefore, interrogative main
clauses (independent questions) and tag questions normally involveﾚinversion. This means that
the subject is preceded by the auxiliary or, in the absence of an auxiliary, by ａ form of ‘do' ｡
　　As ａ matter of fact, inversion occurs in ａ number of cases. In this section some eχamples of
yes/no questions will be presented for the illustration of SAI and then some comments on them
will follow them. The following sentences are eχamples gf･ yes/no questions (i.e. qu臨tions
which typically require ‘yes' or ‘ｎｏ' as an anawer):‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　　　　　　　I
(7) a. Can you accept my offer?
　　b. Will John get married to Mary?
　　The major characteristic of yes/no questions is that ＡＵχand the subject appear inverted,
compared to their order in declarative sentences : ＹｏｕｃａれａｃｃｅｐtＴｒｉ:ｙ　offeｒ，　ａndJoｈｎ　ｗill get
ｍａｒｒｉｅｄtｏ Ｍａｒｙ.Presumably, yes/no questions are derived :fｒ6?a D-structure where ＡＵχ is
to the right of the subject, as in declarative sentences. It is well-known that the PS rule which
generates S，given below, places ＡＵχ to the right of the subject := ……　＝
Ｓ一一一＞ＮＰＡＵχ VP
PS rules incorporate claims about word order, so that AUX must be located to the right of the
subject in the D-structure representations of (7a, b). It follows tha緋he inversion effect is the
result of ａ transformational rule which applies I［the mapping from D-structure onto S-
structure. A priori, the inversion effect can be derived白from thよundeiｻ1バｎどorder specified in (8)
either by moving AUX to the left of the subjec□3r by moving theﾄsubject to the right of AUX.
We will assume here that the inversion effect is derived by moving∧ＡＵχto the left of the
subject. The theoretical and empirical basis for 曲iS assumption i6 founded on the technical
issue, namely, c-command requirement''. Therefore, yes/no questions such as (9 a, b) have the
following derivation:　　　　　　　　　　　　　=i　:………:犬)j･=………:‥‥‥‥　‥　　‥
[Ｃａｎ]iyou[AUX ti][VP accept my offer]？
[Ｗｍ]iJohn[人ux ti][VP get married to Mary] ？
Assuming this to be the case, the next step is to determine the一positior!in which AUX is placed
after it has been moved from its position following the･ﾀﾞsUbにｋt.･It is standardly assumed that
complement clauses such as the ones in (10a, b) are bothφf the categc?ry S'and therefore have
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the structure in (lib), generated by PS rule (11a).
　(10) a. The lady thought that she would give the book to her son.
　　b. The lady thought she would give the book to her son.
(11) a. S'…・COMP S
　　　b‘
(thぶ
Sく
she would give the book to her son
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In sentences where the complementizer ‘that' is missing, such as (10b), the COMP node is
empty. The importance of this assumption for our present research relates to the implication
that PS rule (11a) has for the structure of root clauses. Given that the category S is generated
by the rule which expands S≒it follows that every S implies the presence of an Ｓ≒and, conse-
quently, a COMP position. Thus, a simple sentence such as (12a), for eχample, has the structure
shown in (12b), where ‘ｅ' stands for‘empty≒
(12) a. The boy wrote a letter
ｂ
　／
ｅ
S’
　＼
the boy wrote a letter
Going back to yes/no questions, the transformationa! rule which moves AUX to the left of the
subject, outlined in (9a,b), can be said to place (the moｖed)ＡＵｘintｈｅＣＯＭＰ position to the
left of the subject. Accordingly, (9a), for ｅχample, has the structure and derivation shown in
(13). Concludingly, the transformational rule which moves AUX to COMP in the derivation of
yes/no questions is called Subject-AUX Inversion [SAI]5.
(13)
　　　　／Ｓ
　　COMP
　　　｜AUX
　　　レ
　　　Cam
ｹン＿
NP　AUX　　　VP
レニ
you　　ti accept my offer
　　二
3.２More on SAI
　　In the preceding section, we overviewed the syntactic phenomena called SAI, especially
focusing on yes/no qustions. In this section we will see some other SAI sentences with their
second position occupied by finite verbal forms.
　　　　　3.2.1Wh-question
　　In addition to the sentences presented just before, wh-questions can be said to have SAI
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word order. Notice that in each ｄ the wh-questions given below, 4 wh-constituent is fronted
(14) a. Why has John left early?
　　bノWhy John has left early?
(15) a. *Iwonder why has John left early.
　　　b.l wonder why John has left early.
(16) a. What will John ｅａt?　　　　　　　　　　　づ　………
　　　b. Which detective will President Clinton invite? ニ　＼ヶ:
　　　ｃ.Whose pig must Mary feed?　　　　　　　　　　六白 ゜
　　　d. Where will John live?　　　　　　　　　　　　………:==y
　　　e. When will the detective arrive at the castle? ニ　犬
　　　f. Why must Mary feed the pig?　　　　　　　＼…………j
　　　g. To whom can the police inspector give the money･?ﾀﾞ……=
　　　h. In which folder does Kate keep the letters? ニ　　…　………
　　　i. How will Mary feed the pigs?　　　　　　　＼　＝　ニj
　　　j. How big will the reward b6?　　　　　　　　　………=　゜：
As we see the above sentences, a wh-word is fronted to the sentence-initialposition, and this
movement seems to be triggering the auxiliary movement iねto the second position of each
sentence.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＝　………………
3｡2.2 After Negative and RestrictiveExpressio面
　　　If negative adverbs or adverbial expressions (e･g.･･hardly.･ｓｅｌｄｏｍ｡･ｒｃぼｅ勾。littｌｅand ｎｅｕｅｒ,
and expressions containing only) are put at the beginning……047 4j(うlause柏r emphasis, SAI occurs.
That is to say, they are usually followed by “auxiliary verb 十……subiec七". These structures are
mostly rather formal or literary".　　　　　　　　　　犬．･･．　　・･･．　・　．犬ニ
(17) a. Never have ！ seen such a fool.　　　＼　　　　　十:‥‥　‥　‥‥＼‥
　　　b. Hardly ever did he pay any attention to this significant fact.
　　　c. Scarcely had l left home when it bagan to rain.　I‥‥‥‥‥　ト　　l
　　　d. Under no circumstances can we cash chequesﾚ　犬=:………　j
　　　e. At no time was the President aware of:what was happening･
　　　f. Not until much later did she learn who her real father was.……
　　　g. In no point does your remark make sense.　　　　レニ‥‥‥‥
　　　h. Hardly had l arrived when trouble started.　………:j　白‥‥‥‥＝
　　　i. Seldom have T seen such a remarkable creature. ＝
　　　j，Little did he realize the danger he facedト　‥‥‥‥＼……
　　　k. Little did we know love was just a glance･ａＷ好レ(from the lyrics)
　　　1. Never…was so much owed by so manyﾄto so ｆｅｗト(Churchill)
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　　　　　ｍ.Only then did l understand what she meant.
　ニ　　　n. Only after her death was l able to appreciate her.
　　　　　０.Not only did we lose our money, but we were nearly killed.
　　The same structure is possible after ａ complete clause beginning ‘not until …’:
　（18）Ｎｏt until he received her letter did he fully understand the depth of her feelings｡
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(Swan(1995))
　　Inversion is also used when “not 十〇bject” is put at the beginning of ａ sentence for empha-
sls:
　（19）Ｎｏtａ single word did she say.　　　　　　　　，
　　　　　3.2.3 Afteｒ　ａｓ
　　In ａ very formal style, 'as' is sometimes followed by “auxiliary verb 十subject”：
　（20）She was ａ Catholic, as were most of her friends.
　　　　　He believed, as did all his family, that the king was their supreme lord.
　　And ‘aS’ can sometimes replace ‘it’ as the subject of a clause (rather like the relative
pronounωhich), especially before ‘happen' and verbs with similar meanings:
　(21) a. An earthquake can destroy one part of ａ city while leaving other parts untouched, as
　　　　　happened in Mexico in 1986.
　　　　　b.＊…,as it happened in Mexico in 1986.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(Swan (1995))
　　　　　3.2.4 Afteｒ　ｓｏ,　ｎｅｉtheｒ,几ｏｒ
　　In “short answers” and similar structures, these words are followed by “auxiliary verb 十
subject”:
　(22) a. "I'm hungry.”“So am ｌ.”
　　　　bバl don't like operaﾌﾞ‥‘Neither/Nor do l.”
　　For more syntactically detailed examination of these structures, refer to section 5 ｡
4. Verb Second Phenomena
　　４.１German Root Sentences vs. English Root Sentences
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　　First of all,let us begin by commenting on the structurali〕roperty of the German sentences,
focusing on the syntactic behavior of the matrix clauses. TheうGermanic languages, including
German of course but not excluding English completely, have皿e syntactic principle of placing
the finite verb in the second position in declarative matrix clauses, and in the first position in
direct (i.e. matrix) yes/no questions. These facts are often referred to as the Verb Second [V2]
Phenomena. We will then call the languages which exhibit these pheno血ena as the Verb-Second
languages or simply the ｖ 2 languages.　　　　　　　　　　　i l.･･　..
　　The ｖ 2 languages can be characterized by the word order of declarative main clauses and
yes/no questions. In the ｖ 2 languages, ａ topicalized element immediate!y precedes the finite
verb, whereas in English it is normally located in front:ｏ釧he subject, as illustrated below :
(23) German :
　　Peter hat wahrscheinlich das Buch gekauft.
　　(Peter has Probably　　the book bought)
　　*Wahrscheinlich Peter hat das Buch gekauft.
　　Wahrscheinlich hat Peter das Buch gekauft.
(24) English :
　John had probably bought the book.
　Probably, Jobn had bought the book.
　･Probably, had John bought the book. (Platzack (1986b : 185))
Direct yes/no questions are introduced by the finite verbal form in all Germanic languages.
However。whereas in the ｖ 2 languages this descriptionﾚapplies to all types of verbs including
main verbs as well as auxiliaries, English has to insert△the auxiliary‘do゛ in the case where no
other auxiliary verb is present. (cf. section 3.1) So the English main verbs cannot stand on their
own when the sentence type is marked as interrogativeレSee the foilφwing examples for the
illustration of this point :　　　　　　　　　　　　　　･｡　十△▽　‥‥‥‥
(25) English :
　　Had John bought the book?
　　＊ＢｏｕghtJohn the book?
　　Did John buy the book?
(26) German :
　　Hat Peter das Buch gekauft?
　　(Has Peter 曲e book bought?）
　　Kauf七ｅPeter das Ｂｕch?
　　*Tat Peter kaufen das Ｂｕch?
　　　巾idPeter buy the book?）
The ｖ２ Phenomena seem to be inconsistent with the word､order in the embedded clause in
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(6), repeated below :
　(6) Steven sagte, daj3 Otto das Buch gekauft hat
The［VI］word order characteristic of embedded clauses is completely excluded in matrix
sentences in (6). German has the underlying word order［ＯＶ］ａｎｄ［ＶＰＩ］aswas shown in the
forgoing discussion, then it is to be explained why this order is ｎｏt･maintained in the matrix
clauses. The best solution is to say that the ｖ２ languages including German has the special
constraint which restricts finite verbs in matrix sentences to the “second position”. This con-
straint is typically known as the ｖ ２ Constraint. Here we are left with the identification of
syntactic nature of this“second position”.
　　4.2 Where Exactly is the Second Position?　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ヶ
　　In the preceding section we were left with the inquiry into the syntactic identification of 曲ｅ
second position which absorbs the finite verbs of the matrix sentences. Our next step is, there-
fore, to identify the nature of the“second position” in question. In order to answer this question
we must introduce some syntactic structure repersentation of generative grammar proposed by
Chomsky (1986b). Since then it has widely been acknowledged that clauses are made up of
several basic syntactic atoms and that they are the projections of C，Ｃ selects IP and l in turn
selects VP. Witness the following syntactic representation :
　（27）
　　　CP
s謳　｀ｃ･
／　へ
NP
　IP
／　へ
Ｉ
　　　　Ｉ／ 　｀＼ＶＰ
Spec　へ
　　　　　　Ｖ
Ｖ
／ へ
The crucial point with the structure above is the very existence of functionl categories, i.e. C and
I. The projection Ｃ plays an especially important role for the explanation of ｖ ２Phenomena. Go
through the following sentences :
(28) a. Gestern kaufte Otto das Buch
　　　　　Yesterdaybought otto the book
　　　b.*GesteriiOtto das Buch kaufte
　　　　　Yesterdayotto the book bought
(29) a.Im Kino hat Otto das Buch gekauft
　　　In the cinema has Otto the book bought
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b. *Im Kino Otto das Buch gekauft hat
　　Inthe cinema Otto the book bought has
c.＊ｌｍKino otto hat das Buch gekauft
　　Inthe cinema Otto has the book bought
　　　Examples (28a) and (29a) indicate that the“second position"= must be in the pｒｅ･IPdomain,
given the fact that the finite verb precedes the subject一一inSpee-IP positionトThe status of the
finite verb as ａ head category implies, by virtue of Structureﾚ扮eserving Principle しSPP l that
the “second position" is C, the only head position in the pre-IP]domain. On the other hand, the
status of the category in the“first position" as ａ maximal proiection∧implies that the “first
position" is Spec-CP. Presumably, the finite verb and the χＰin the "first position"reach C and
Spec-CP respectively, via movement from IP-internal positions. In view of this, the word order
properties of matrix clauses cannot be said to be the true reflectioれﾚof the underlying order of
heads, in particular ｖ and l，ｖis一乱一vistheir comp!emen体Thus theﾚfact that the finite auxiliary
in (29a), for example, does not follow the main verb cannot be said to argue against the conclu-
sion, acquired on the basis of the order in embeddむd clauses, that I follows its VP complement･
Rather, the word order of l vis-a-vis VP and the order of ｖ vis-&--visﾚitscomplement can be said
to be the same in both embedded and root clauses, and the peculiar:word order properties of the
matrix clause can be said to be derived by the movement of the finite verb to C (i.e. the “second
position")ａｎｄ the movement of an XP constituent to Specﾌﾟ-CP (i.e. the “first position").
　　　Accordingly, (30a) below, for example, has the derivation outlined in=㈲ (movement of the
finite verb from VP (rightward) to l is ignored foｒむonvenience).犬　几　　　　　　　／
(30) a. Das Buch hat Otto gekauft
　　　　　thebook has Otto bought
　　　　b.
　　／Spec
CＰへ
　／Ｃ’へ、
Ｃ　　　　　　　　IP
／
Spec
＼
　　　I「／:＼
?????????
１
Das Buchi　　hatj　　Otto　　ti　　gekauft　　ti
The finite verb moves from ｌ(leftward) to Ｃ，the･“seco姐面:s姐ｏが' guai‘anteed by the CP-level
activation triggered by the ｖ ２Constraint. Like the finite verb↓the DP in Spec-CP is also moved
from ａ position inside IP, namely, the object 面白丿on of thむverb. The process responsible for
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this movement is often called (somewhat misleadingly) Topicalization. Presumably, the V2
Constraint applies to all matrix clauses, so that in example given below Ola), although
equipped with the deceptive superficialorder svo, the subject is actually in Spec-CP and the
finiteverb is located in Ｃ.
(31) a. Otto kaufte das Buch
　　　　Otto bought the book
　　　b.＊Ｏttｏdas Buch kaufte
　　　　Otto the book bought
　　　The essentials of the analysis outlined are based on early work by Bierwisch (1963), devel-
oping through Koster (1975), Thiersch (1978), and den Besten (1983), among many others. Its
major picture is that it maintains a uniform view ｖis一色-visthe underlying order of constituents
in both embedded and matrix clauses. The word order differences between subordinate and
matrix clauses are the consequence of the application of V-movement toC and Topicalization to
Spec-CP in matriχ clauses. ０ｎ the other hand, the application of these movements in matrix
clauses is the result of ａ special constraint on word order which holds for matrix clauses but not
necessarily for embedded clauses. The ｖ２ Constraint requires the finite verb in matrix clauses
to be located in Ｃ，which in German is to the left of IP, hence the “second position" effect
obtains｡
　　　The reason why the ｖ２ Constraint does not hold for embedded clauses receives ａ plausible
explanation on the basis of the hypothesis that the “second position" is C. Since embedded
clauses are most likely to have their Ｃ position filled with ａ complementizer, the verb cannot
move to it (cf. den Besten (1983)). Interestingly enough, when the complementizer is missing
from the complement of ａ restricted class of verbs (cf. Grewendorf (1988)), called “bridge
verbs", the ｖ2 effect can be observed even in embedded clauses as well. Witness the following
German examples :　　　犬
(32) a. Er sagt, da|3 die Kinder diesen Film gesehen haben
　　　　He says that the children this film seen have
　　　b. Er sagt, diesen Film haben die Kinder gesehen
　　　　He says this film have the children seen
　　　c.*Er sagt, d叩 diesen Film haben die Kinder gesehen
　　　　He says that this film have the children seen
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(Vikner (1990))
In (32a) the complementizer “d叩”is present and the embedded clause does not exhibit the ｖ 2
effect. In (32b) the complementizer is missing, and consequently the embedded clause exhibits
the ｖ 2 effect. (32c) is ruled out because it exhibits the ｖ 2 effect even in the presence of the
complementizer. These eχamples evidently show that the ｖ 2 effect is in complementary distri-
bution with the complementizer, confirming the idea that the“second position” is indeed C｡
　　To sum up, it should be remarked that German is one of the languages which activate CP-
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level even in the matrix declarative sentences. Such languages as can be characterized by the
mandatory V-to-C movement in main clauses are generically called V 2 langリages. In the next
section we will consider the possibility of applying:this CP-level activation as in German root
sentences to English SAI constructions.　　　　　　　　.:.･. ..　　･･.，:　　ト＝
　　　The question yet to be resolved is the following: why dφs the finite verb have to move to
Ｃ in all matrix clauses in German? Note that the answer to this question will virtually amount
to an explanation of the parametric difference between ｖ 3 languages such as German and Dutch
and non-V 2 languages such as English. Various hypotheses 卜面eｿbeen suggested in the literature,
which have in common the idea that Ｃ in ｖ 2 languages, when not filledｿby ａ complementizer,
has ａ special property which forces the finite verb to ｍｏｖeﾚ仙it.し(SeeKoopman (1984), Travis
(1984), Holmberg (1986), Platzack (1986a, b), Haegeman (1986) aからng others.) Some of these
hypotheses ｒｅ!ate the parametric distinction in question tｏ＼(ｺﾞ郎ｅ,ﾀﾞtheid a being that in ｖ 2
languages nominative Case is assigned (tｏ the subject in･･SpeぴIP)……viagovernment from Ｃ，
rather than via Spec-Head Agreement with l. Furthermore, for Ｃ to be able to assign nominative
Case it has to be "lexically supported"， where the category providingﾚ16×ical support is defi-
nitely the verb. Note that if the assignment of 肋minative∇Case by C is further assumed to
operate under the linear condition of adjacency, the fact that jC in German selects its IP-
complement to the right, instead of to the left, should also followﾚThe reverse order [ＩＰＣ]
would result in ａ linear order where the category situated in C is not adjacent to the subject in
Spec-IP.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ　　　‥‥‥‥
5. English SAI Revisited　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　………………1　.1°･<Iし=ﾌﾟ･.･
　　On the basis of the preceding two sections, we will investigate the possible syntactic struc-
ture of SAI contructions in Engish. For the timむ being we……willlimit our concern to SAI
contruction other than yes/no question. Basically, we will propose that SAI phenomena can be
dealt with as one of the manifestations of the CP-level:activation caused by ｖ２ Constraint.
First of all, we will take for example the foUowi面心entences invol石庭wh-movement :
　　(33) a. What exactly does your research inｖolｖe?　1　上　　＼=‥‥‥=
　　　　　b.How much is the balance?　　　　　　　六十　　　：
　　　　　c.What's going ｏｎ?　　　　　　　　　　　　………iし……………　i
　　　　　d.What the hell do you think you are here foｒ?　………　I………=1
　　　　　e，When will the first semester beginｱ　　　十 ト　　　　．．･･･／　ｉ
In the above sentences, it is very obvious that SAI in English is triggered by the presence of an
operator in the Spec-CP position, i.e. a wh-question ｙ6吋√Finite verbs go into the Ｃ position
with the attraction by wh-operator in the Spec-CP position in面面rdance with German matrix
clasues.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　レフ……１　=こ …………I=ト……
　　　As ａ matter of fact, the ｖ2 effect is not necessarily restricted to wh-questions in English
as we saw in section 3. It also appears in sentences invo卜i面t:opicalization of ａ constituent with
a negative content :
ect-Aux Inversion in English and ｖ ２Phenomena (ＴＡＮＡＫＡ)
(34) a. Never have l seen such a fool.
　　　b. *Never l have seen such a fool.
(35) a. Little did l realizehow much l loved my grandfather and grandmother.
　　　b.*Littlel did realizehow much l loved my grandfather and grandmother.
(17) a. Never have l seen such a fool.
　　　b.･Hardly ever did he pay any attention to this significant fact.
　　　ｃ.Scarcely had l left home when it bagan to rain.
　　　d. Under no circumstances can we cash cheques.
　　　e. At no time was the President aware of what was happening.
　　　f. Not until much later did she learn who her real father was.
　　　g. In no point does your remark make sense.
　　　h. Hardly had l arrived when trouble started.
　　　i. Seldom have l seen such ａ remarkable creature.
　　　j.Little did he realize the danger he faced.
　　　k. Little did we know love was just ａ glance away. (from the lyrics)
　　　1.Never... was so much owed by so many to so few. （Chｕｒchm）
　　　ｍ. Only then did l understand what she meant.
　　　ｎ.Only after her death was l able to appreciate her
　　　ｏ.Not only did we lose our money, but we were nearly killed.
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　　These examples show that, like preposed wh-phrases, topicalized “negative” elements in
English also trigger SAl, giving rise to an effect which to all intents and purposes is similar to
the ｖ 2 effect≒
　　Most studies on the ｖ２ phenomena have concentrated on providing an answer to the ques-
tion: why does the finite verb have to move to the “second position”？ Note, however, that this
question represents only part of the picture. The other part relates to the following question:
why does the “first position” invariably have to be filled with a topicalized category even in
declarative matrix clauses? To the extent that SAI can be considered partial manifestations of
the ｖ 2 effect, it is evident, as far as English is concerned, that the ｖ 2 effect is triggered by the
presence of an operator (i.e. a wh-phrase or ａ negative topicalized category, etc.) in Spec-CP≫.
Note that this generalization can be maintained if the non-negative topicalized elements in
examples such as (2) are assumed not to occupy Spec-CP, contrary to their negative counter-
parts. If the conclusion that the ｖ 2 effect arises only when Spec-CP is filled（by an operator)
were to extend to languages with ａ generalized ｖ 2 effect, the parametric distinction between
these languages and languages with limited ｖ 2 would hinge on an answer to the second question
raised above （Why does the “first position”（Spec-ＣＰ）haｖｅto be filled with an operator even
in declarative root sentences?), rather than on the first question （Why does the “second posi-
tion”（C）haｖe to be filled with a finite verb?). Movement of the finite verb to the “second
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position” when Spec-CP is filled by an operator is not an exclusive property of ｖ 2 languages,
but, rather, a property of a11 languages. In other words, theしV2 effect, which is generally
understood as the mandatory movement of the finite verb t6 C, see血色to ヶbeぽmere by-product
of the actual parameter underlying the ｖ２ Phenomena, rather thanしits core property･
　6.Conclusion　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ犬　‥‥‥1　づ　●　ツ●.　　　　　　　･.
　　　This present study has been devoted to the investigai叫Qfﾚ曲e syntactic property of English
SAL with special reference to its comparison with G己ｒ血an V2 Phenomena. We characterized the
syntactic phenomena called SAL especially the onesへother than yes/no question, as one of the
manifestations of ｖ２ Phenomena, proposing that in English: V 2 Constraint is applied to
strictly limited situations. In other words, it has beenヶshown in this面per that non-V ２Ian-
guages such as English activate CP-level in limited matrix clauses√namely, the ones mainly
with topicalized negative elements, whereas ｖ 2 languages such as Ger血an and Dutch do so in
every matrix clause.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ﾉ＼＼………:ﾚ十………万……:J
Notes　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∇ﾀﾞ‥‥‥‥‥j
　1. As for this terminology, see Chomsky (1981)い‥‥‥＼………=　　ト　犬
　2. This approach is often referred to as Ｇ (overnment) Bﾌﾞindinぼ)Theory.
　3. Kayne (1994) built up ａ more restrictivetheory of word order revising the traditional
　concept of the linear relationship between Head and Cφmplen加計.寸will, however, put the
　general tone of this paper on the traditionalnotionﾚof the Head-Complement relationship.
4. For details, refer to Ｃｈｏｍ･sky(1981) and major GB works following it.
5. SAI is said to be a root transformation (cf. Emonds (↓976)), which is meant for the fact
that it applies in root clauses only｡In other words,:depen心前(indirect) questions do not
involve any inversion. Consider the following sentences･, which･include instanりes of so-called
indirect yes/no questions :　　　　　　　　･･‥…………j……………l･:=
( i ) a. He asked me how much mol!ey l earned:i
　　　b. I wonder who was the winner.　　　　’
　　　c.I have no idea why he reacted that ｗａy･
(ii) a. I wonder whether you can accept my offer……j………=･.：
　　　b. I wonder [s' whether[S you can accept my ｏ打ef]土入△
ect-Aux Inversion in and ｖ ２ Phenomena (ＴＡＮＡＫＡ)
(iii) a. *I wonder whether can you accept my offer
　　　b. *I wonder [S' whether cani [S you ti accept my offer ]]
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Indirect (i.e.dependent) yes/no questions are yes/no questions which appear in an embedded
domain, and are usually introduced by‘whether' ，as in（ii a，b), or‘if, as in :
　(iv)I wonder if this student can accept my offer･
Both of these elements occur in the COMP position, and are in complementary distribution with
each other: ＊lｕｊｏｎｄｅｒｕｊｈｅtｈｅｒif/if　loheｔｈｅｒ　ｙｏｕｃａｎａｃｃｅｐtｍｙ　offeｒ. Examples (ii a， b) and
(iiia, b) show that SAI does not apply in embedded clauses. As shown by (ii a， b)バｎ this
domain ＡＵχ Γemains in its D-structure position, following the subject. The status of the clause
as ａ yes/no question is indicated by the COMP element ‘whether/if . Note that it could be
argued that the reason why AUX in (ii a, b) and (iiia.b) cannot move to COMP in the embedded
clause is because COMP is already filled with ‘whether'. This argument would lend support to
the assumption that AUX in yes/no questions does indeed move to Comp. When Comp is already
filled, the movement is naturally blocked. Whatever the reason for the inability of ＡＵχ to
move to COMP in (iia, b) and (iiia, b), it remains true that regular SAI does not apply to
embedded yes/no questions｡
　6. Inversion is not used after non-emphatic adverbial expressions of place and time:
）ａ. Not far from here you can see foxes.
　b.＊Ｎｏt far from here can you see foχes.
7. Witness the following sentences:
( i ) a. The committee has resolved that under no circumstances should he be allowed to
　　　　continuein his work.
　　　　b.？?Thecommittee has resolved that under no circumstances he should be allowed to
　　　　continuein his work.
Note that ( i a) exhibits the ｖ2 effect even in the presence of the complementizer ‘that',
similar to the ｖ 2 effect in embedded clauses found in Yiddish and Icelandic. Assuming that the
subject in this example occupies Spec-IP, the inversion effect lends support to the idea that there
is an additional projection between CP and IP in embedded clauses, with properties similar to
those of CP (cf. Tsimpli (1990)).
8. Weerman (1988: 125) states that ｖ２ Phenomena are the result of ａ conspiracy of two rules,
　namely, the V-to-C movement and Wh-movement. On the contrary, my main proposal in this
　paper is that ｖ２ Phenomena are the result of some kind attraction of finite verbal form by
　the moved topicalized element situated in Spec-CP position.
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